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Effect of misspecification of gene frequency on the
two-point LOD score
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In this study, we used computer simulation of simple and complex models to ask: (1) What is the penalty in
evidence for linkage when the assumed gene frequency is far from the true gene frequency? (2) If the
assumed model for gene frequency and inheritance are misspecified in the analysis, can this lead to a higher
maximum LOD score than that obtained under the true parameters? Linkage data simulated under simple
dominant, recessive, dominant and recessive with reduced penetrance, and additive models, were analysed
assuming a single locus with both the correct and incorrect dominance model and assuming a range of
different gene frequencies. We found that misspecifying the analysis gene frequency led to little penalty in
maximum LOD score in all models examined, especially if the assumed gene frequency was lower than the
generating one. Analysing linkage data assuming a gene frequency of the order of 0.01 for a dominant gene,
and 0.1 for a recessive gene, appears to be a reasonable tactic in the majority of realistic situations because
underestimating the gene frequency, even when the true gene frequency is high, leads to little penalty in the
LOD score. European Journal of Human Genetics (2001) 9, 855 ± 859.
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Introduction
In LOD score analyses, one must assign certain parameters, eg

the mode of inheritance, penetrance and gene frequency of

the trait or disease under study. Assuming the correct mode of

inheritance or penetrance values leads to a higher LOD score

than if the incorrect parameters are specified.1 ± 3 We also

know that misspecification of parameters can lead to an

overestimation of the recombination fraction and a reduc-

tion in the power to detect linkage.1 By simulating a simple

Mendelian model, Greenberg et al showed that the mean

maximum LOD score (ELOD) occurred at or near the analysis

penetrance that matched the generating or `true' pene-

trance.4 As the true or generating penetrance dropped below

approximately 0.6, the effect of varying the analysis

penetrance on maximum LOD score became small. Only in

the extreme case, when the true penetrance was high (0.9)

and the analysis penetrance low, could the ELOD be halved.

Furthermore, assuming a wrong penetrance would not lead

to false negative evidence for linkage. Elston has shown

analytically that maximizing the maximum LOD score with

respect to genetic parameters, in order to infer the true mode

of inheritance, is independent of family structure, marker

frequencies and penetrance parameters.3 Although ascertain-

ment may play an as yet unquantified role, for purposes of

detecting disease loci, the effect appears to be minimal.5

Clerget-Darpoux has concluded that underestimating the

gene frequency leads to a negligible change in maximum

LOD score but a large overestimation of the recombination

fraction.1 However, the actual penalty in evidence for linkage

remained to be determined.

Here we are not investigating the effect of misspecified

gene frequency on the estimate of y, only its effect on LOD

score magnitude. Whilst there is strong evidence that the

LOD score maximises at parameter values close to those of

the generating model, the LOD score method has come

under repeated criticism because of the perceived possibility
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of producing false positive or false negative results when the

model is misspecified. This in part, provided the motive for

this study. In this study, we used computer simulation to ask

two questions: (1) What is the penalty in evidence for linkage

when the specified gene frequency is far from the true gene

frequency?; (2) If the true model is misspecified in the

analysis, are there any values of analysis gene frequency

which would lead to a higher LOD score than under the `true'

generating parameters for inheritance model and gene

frequency?

Methods
We simulated nuclear families according to a well-charac-

terised family size distribution.6 All matings were fully

informative for the marker. Families were selected for linkage

analysis if they had one or more affected members. Datasets

were generated using our extensively-tested simulation

program,2 which uses a random process for each step in the

simulation (eg selecting the mating type, family size, and

segregation alleles from parents to offspring). For all analyses,

ELODs were calculated by taking the mean maximum LOD

score of all datasets.

We generated 100 datasets with 20 nuclear families each

under simple dominant and recessive models, with and

without reduced penetrance, and under one complex model

(2 locus additive). For the simple models, we generated

family data with traits showing single-locus dominant or

recessive inheritance with 90% and 50% penetrance. The

recombination fraction was fixed at 0.01. The families were

generated with true gene frequencies of 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 0.3,

and 0.5 for dominant models and 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 0.5 for

recessive models. A high generating gene frequency increases

the chance that the disease is inherited from both sides of the

family, as well as increasing the chance of homozygosity in

the parents, thereby reducing the informativeness of the

marker. We then analysed the data using LIPED7 under both

the correct and incorrect dominance models (eg dominant

generated data analysed recessive), under a range of different

assumed gene frequencies. The resultant ELODs for each

generating model are shown in Figures 1 and 2.

We also generated data under a two-locus additive trait

model (`additive2')8 in which a total of at least two disease-

related alleles in any combination at the two loci are

necessary for disease expression. The penetrance for the

disease genotype was set at 90%. We chose a combination of

generating gene frequencies at loci 1 and 2 each of 0.001,

0.006, 0.043, 0.100, 0.300 and 0.500. Greenberg and

colleagues have shown that in LOD score analysis of complex

disorders where marker loci are analysed for linkage to a trait

one at a time, it is the inheritance assumptions at the linked

locus, not the disease inheritance per se, that are critical.8

Furthermore, complex traits can be satisfactorily approxi-

mated in single-locus analysis by subsuming the effect of

other loci under reduced penetrance at the locus being

analysed. We therefore analysed the families generated using

the additive model assuming simple dominant and recessive

models with 50% penetrance, under a range of assumed gene

frequencies.

Lastly, we generated three-generation pedigrees of random

size with at least four affected members under dominant and

recessive, both with full and reduced penetrance, using the

same gene frequencies and recombination fraction as for the

nuclear families. We also generated pedigrees under the

additive2 model with 90% penetrance using gene frequencies

of 0.1/0.05 and 0.2/0.1 (locus 1/locus 2).

Results
Figure 1 shows results of analyses for data generated under a

dominant model and a variety of generating gene frequen-

cies. We see little dependence of ELODs on the assumed

analysis gene frequency. When the generating gene frequen-

cies are low (between 0.001 and 0.1), assuming a gene

frequency above 0.1 leads to a slight fall in ELOD compared

to analysing at gene frequencies between 0.001 and 0.1. For

example, when the generating frequency is 0.01, the ELOD is

9.0 when analysed at the correct gene frequency. When

analysed at the extreme gene frequency of 0.5, ie a 1.5 order

of magnitude higher gene frequency than the true, the

ELOD=7.69. In comparison, when the generating gene

frequency is 0.1, the ELOD varies from 7.2 when analysis

gene frequency is the same as the generating gene frequency,

to 7.0 at an assumed gene frequency of 0.001, and 6.5 at an

assumed gene frequency of 0.5. The ELOD also varies little

when the generating gene frequency is much higher (0.5), eg

from 2.2 when analysed under the correct parameters, to 1.75

when analysed assuming a gene frequency of 0.01. We also

observe that, as expected, the ELODs peak when the analysis

gene frequency approaches the true gene frequency. Examin-

ing the broad range of generating gene frequencies of 0.001 ±

0.5, we find that the maximum penalty in ELOD analysed at

any analysis gene frequency 40.5 is 10 ± 22% for a dominant

trait.

Figure 2 shows analysis of data generated under the

recessive model. There is even less fluctuation in ELOD

caused by misspecification of gene frequency than in the

dominant model. For a generating gene frequency of 0.01,

the LOD score varies only from 7.7 to 7.4 as the analysing

gene frequency is changed from 0.001 to 0.5. At a generating

gene frequency of 0.5, the ELOD ranges from 6.3 to 6.6

assuming gene frequencies from 0.001 to 0.5. By comparison

with the dominant model, the penalty in ELOD for the same

range of generating and analysis gene frequencies for a highly

penetrant, single-locus, recessive trait is only 3 ± 4%.

Analysing a dominant gene assuming recessive inheritance

causes a dramatic fall in ELOD by a factor ranging from 10 ±

70 (Figure 1, bottom). Varying the analysis gene frequency

makes little difference in this situation. Conversely, analys-

ing a recessive gene assuming dominant inheritance causes a
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lesser reduction in LOD score, by a factor of 3 ± 12 (Figure 2,

bottom). When a dominant trait is analysed recessive,

varying the analysis gene frequency has negligible effect on

the ELOD. For a recessive trait analysed as dominant, ELODs

do not change when analysed between assumed gene

frequencies 0.001 to 0.1, but fall when analysed at 0.5. When

analysed under an incorrect inheritance model, varying the

gene frequency never resulted in a higher LOD score than

that obtained under the `true' inheritance model. It is

misspecifying the dominance model that leads to a serious

underestimate of the LOD score, not misspecifying the gene

frequency.

In the reduced penetrance dominant and recessive models

(not shown), we found the results to be very similar to the

90% penetrance examples in Figures 1 and 2. Assuming the

recessive model, there was little effect on the LOD score of

varying the analysis gene frequency; for the dominant

model, there was a slight drop in ELOD (about 30%) when

the analysis gene frequency was set above 0.1. When the

dominant trait was analysed assuming recessive inheritance,

LOD scores fell dramatically, for example from ELOD=2.5 at a

generating frequency of 0.001 when analysed assuming a

dominant model, to ELOD=0.5 when a recessive model was

assumed. Varying the analysis gene frequency had negligible

effect on the ELOD in this situation. When the recessive trait

was analysed under a dominant assumption, there was a

small drop in LOD score (about 30%) and no marked

variation in LOD score resulted from changing the analysis

gene frequency.

The additive2 model is neither dominant nor recessive. Its

properties are dependent on the frequencies of the two

component loci; therefore it may behave, for analysis

purposes, as either a dominant or a recessive. For this reason,

we analysed it under both dominant and recessive assump-

tions and present the maximum LOD scores from either

analysis, a method known as the maximized maximum LOD

score (MMLS).8 We found very little dependence of the MMLS

on gene frequency when the analysis gene frequency was

below 0.1 (see Figure 3). For clarity of graphing, we have

Figure 1 ELOD curves for 100 datasets of 20 nuclear families
each generated under single locus 90% dominant model and
variety of gene frequencies, analysed at variety of gene
frequencies under dominant and recessive assumptions. The top
five curves show results from datasets analysed as dominant; the
bottom five (which appear to be only two curves) show results
when analysed as recessive.

Figure 2 ELOD curves for 100 datasets of 20 nuclear families
each generated under single locus recessive 90% penetrant
model and variety of gene frequencies. analysed at variety of
gene frequencies under dominant and recessive assumptions.
The top four curves show results from datasets analysed as
recessive; the bottom four show results when analysed as
dominant.
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shown only the example in which gene 1 has frequency 0.006

and gene 2 takes the values 0.001, 0.006, 0.043 and 0.1. As

expected, when both genes were of low frequency (eg 0.001/

0.001) higher LOD scores were obtained by recessive analysis;

at higher gene frequencies (0.006/0.006 or more), higher

LOD scores were obtained by dominant analysis. As in the

case of the simple and reduced penetrance examples, the

LOD score in the additive2 model dropped by up to 50%

when analysis gene frequencies above 0.1 were assumed.

We found that the results for three-generation pedigrees

were almost identical to those for nuclear families in the

simple dominant, recessive, full and reduced penetrance, and

additive models generated (not shown).

Discussion
We conclude that there is little penalty to pay, in terms of

LOD score, for misspecifying the gene frequency in the

dominant single-locus model, and even less so in the

recessive model, for the range of parameters studied in this

simulation. Furthermore, it would seem that specifying an

arbitrary gene frequency is reasonable in LOD score analysis.

A high analysis gene frequency, eg 0.5 may lead to some

penalty (10 ± 22%) in ELOD if the true model is dominant,

but not if the true model is recessive. Conversely, there seems

to be an even smaller penalty if an analysis gene frequency

lower than the true (0.001 ± 0.1) is chosen. Specifying a lower

or higher gene frequency will not lead to an incorrect

conclusion about the true mode of inheritance at that locus

when the underlying gene frequency is unknown. Moreover,

the incorrectly assumed gene frequency combined with the

incorrect dominance model will appear unlikely to lead to

false evidence for linkage. These conclusions hold true even

when considering high-frequency genes that are assumed to

underlie complex traits.

We have also shown that assuming `incorrect' analysis gene

frequencies has little effect on the LOD score in the reduced

penetrance examples we have considered, when the analysis

gene frequency is of the order of 0.1 or less. The same holds

true for the additive2 model under MMLS analysis. The

findings for all of these models apply equally to nuclear

families and pedigrees.

Several authors have now shown, for a wide range of

complex inheritance models, that single-locus approxima-

tions yield LOD scores very close to the values when data are

analysed under the `true' complex model.4,8 ± 13 When the

`true' mode of inheritance is unknown, Hodge and colleagues

advocated analysing linkage data under both dominant and

recessive assumptions, and adjusting for multiple testing,

while keeping penetrance fixed at 50% to minimise type I

error.14 Since we have shown that the effect of varying

analysis gene frequency is minimal, we advocate fixing the

gene frequency at, say, 0.01 for a dominant gene and 0.1 for a

recessive gene, when analysing either a simple or a complex

trait by simple LOD score methods. We have used two-point

analyses for these calculations, but in work in press, we show

that these results apply equally to multipoint analysis.15
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